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Mining Risk and Responsibility: 
How putting a price on risk can help British Columbia reduce it

Mining is an important part of British Columbia’s economy. But it also comes with risks to both the 
environment and taxpayers. This paper looks at how the province can reduce these risks while still enjoying 
the economic benefits.

Mining’s environmental risks and financial risks are connected

• Mining presents two key types of risks to the environment: 1) the risk of non-remediation (i.e., 
mines not getting cleaned up at the end of their lives) and 2) the risk of mining disasters (e.g., the 
2014 Mount Polley tailings spill).

• The costs of these can land on taxpayers when mining companies declare bankruptcy. Not only is 
this unfair, it can make environmental risks worse. When companies know they may not be fully 
accountable for environmental damage they cause, they have less incentive to reduce risk.

Financial assurance can help, but British Columbia needs to put it to better use

• “Financial assurance” policies require companies to promise or commit funds against their 
environmental risks or sanctioned harm. Financial assurance includes things like environmental 
bonds, insurance and industry funds. 

• Requiring financial assurance guarantees that funds are available for cleanup regardless of whether 
a company goes bankrupt – that is, it ensures that the polluter pays. Doing so gives companies a 
powerful incentive to reduce risk. 

• British Columbia already uses financial assurance to cover the risk of mine non-remediation, but its 
current policies could use improvement. Disasters, on the other hand, are not covered by financial 
assurance at all. This policy gap exacerbates the risk of another Mount Polley. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA:

Stronger financial assurance policies are key factors in helping B.C. reduce the risk to the environment and 
taxpayers from mining.

• British Columbia should require financial assurance for remediation both in-full and up-front from 
mining companies. Quebec has had such a policy in place since 2013 and remains a top jurisdiction 
for mining investment in Canada. Quebec’s example proves that strong financial assurance and a 
thriving mining sector are not at odds. (see pages 17, 22)

• British Columbia should implement a “tiered” financial assurance system to address the risk of 
disasters. A tiered scheme combines bonding, insurance and other instruments into a single system 
that helps protect the public while keeping costs to the sector manageable. Financial assurance is 
common in other sectors that pose a risk of disaster, such as pipelines, nuclear energy, and offshore 
drilling. Mining should be no different. (see pages 20, 22-23)

• British Columbia should use compensation mechanisms that cover a broad scope of costs and 
harms. A clear, rules-based compensation mechanism will help provide expedient compensation to 
affected parties. Including non-market costs like environmental damage and cultural use impacts—
while complex—will help the province to ensure fair and efficient outcomes. (see page 9, 23)
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   1.  Introduction

Following the 2016 report of the Auditor General of British Columbia, the government of British 

Columbia is undertaking a review of its policies for managing environmental risks in the mining sector. 

The environmental stakes are high. British Columbia has a legacy of toxic orphaned and abandoned 

mine sites that it is dealing with to this day. And the 2014 Mount Polley tailings spill provided a visceral 

reminder of the risks that ongoing operations can present. 

But mining is also an important contributor to the provincial economy. The sector is an important 

source of income and jobs and provides critical inputs to other sectors. In addition to reducing risk, the 

government’s new policy approach should recognize the value that mining brings to British Columbians. 

This report outlines several policy options for reducing environmental risk in British Columbia’s mining 

sector. In particular, it focuses on “financial assurance” policies – requirements that companies promise 

or commit funds against their environmental risks. As we will show, financial assurance policy-making 

is complicated by the fact that it has to balance competing goals. However, with the right approach and 

implementation, British Columbia can balance these goals in a way that delivers the benefits of mining 

with less of the risks.

This report is laid out as follows. Section 2 outlines key environmental risks in the mining sector. Section 

3 reviews British Columbia’s current policy approach. Section 4 breaks down the policy problem that 

policy-makers are trying to solve. Section 5 outlines the available policy tools. Section 6 presents 

different policy options, illustrated with policy in other provinces and sectors. Section 7 provides 

recommendations. Finally, Section 8 offers a broader perspective on environmental risk management in B.C.

Figure 1: Tailings spill at the Mount Polley copper and gold mine in British Columbia
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     2. Environmental risk in British Columbia’s mining sector

Mining is an important part of British Columbia’s economy. But along with the income and jobs it 

generates, mining also comes with risks to the environment. 

Two environmental risks are particularly relevant in the mining sector:

• The risk of mines going unremediated. Mines go unremediated when they are not cleaned 

up at the end of their useful lives. Unremediated mine sites risk contaminating local water 

supplies, affecting ecosystem service provision, and harming local biodiversity (Gorton et al., 

2010; Lima et al., 2016).  

• The risk of mining disasters. Although infrequent, disasters in the mining sector can have 

severe environmental consequences. The damage can be sudden (e.g., a tailings spill) or slow 

and cumulative (e.g., due to leaching or the effects of Acid Mine Drainage) (Gorton et al., 

2010; Kossoff et al., 2014; Akcil & Koldas, 2006; UNEP, 2017). 

 

The nature of these two environmental risks is fundamentally different. We define risk as a combination 

of the probability and severity of an event. Disasters have low or uncertain probability; but when they do 

occur, they can have severe environmental consequences. On the other hand, the probability that a mine 

will generate on-site environmental damages that require remediation is high (or even certain); the risk 

stems more from the severity of these damages, as well as who will deal with them. 1

The environmental risks of mining are very real for British Columbia. While the abandonment of 

unremediated mines is not the problem it once was, it still continues to occur. For example, in 2015 the 

Yellow Giant Mine was shut down for unauthorized effluent discharges and several permit violations. Its 

owner, Banks Island Gold, filed for bankruptcy in January 2016, leaving behind an unremediated mine 

site. 2 

 

Mining disasters also continue to be a risk for British Columbia. While the industry has worked hard 

to ensure a disaster like Mount Polley does not happen again, 3  risk nevertheless remains. Indeed, the 

Mount Polley Independent Expert Engineering Investigation and Review Panel (2015) found that absent 

policy change, British Columbia can expect an average of two tailings dam failures per decade going 

forward. 

1 The two risks are not entirely separate. Both may be affected by external factors. For example, an earthquake could disturb a mine site and make its 
eventual remediation more costly. It could also increase the likelihood of a disaster (e.g., a tailings spill). The risks of climate change are similarly cross-
cutting. For example, extreme rainfall events driven by climate change may increase the risk of site contamination, increase the likelihood of a tailings dam 
failure, or both. 
2 The cost of remediating the mine is officially estimated at $1 million. However, the company was only required to post $420,000 in security, leaving behind 
a cleanup liability of at least $500,000.
3 For example, following the disaster, the Mining Association of Canada strengthened its Tailings Management Protocol, which is compulsory for MAC 
members (MAC, 2018).
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   2.1  How financial risk affects environmental risk

Mining poses both environmental and financial risks to the public. If a mining company does not clean up 

a mine site (e.g., because it has gone bankrupt), the job will typically fall to government. Governments 

undertake this work — and incur its costs — in order to avoid potential off-site environmental damages 

from contaminated sites. That is, they incur a financial cost in order to avoid an environmental one. 4

The financial dimension of risk is significant because it can lead to a situation of “moral hazard,” a 

situation where incomplete exposure to costs reduces a firm or individual’s incentive to reduce risk 

(Hölmstrom, 1979; Bennett, 1999; Mackie, 2014). If a mining company knows it may not bear the cost of 

environmental damage arising from its actions, it has less incentive to reduce the likelihood or severity 

of that damage. In this way, the financial risk of bankruptcy can exacerbate environmental risks (Shavell, 

1986). 

This financial dimension of risk also exists for disasters. For example, if a company knows that a disaster 

of a certain size would bankrupt it, it has less incentive to reduce the scale of the potential disaster 

beyond this threshold. 5  Moral hazard can exacerbate the risk of a mining disaster. 

4 A key sub-type of these financial costs is perpetual costs. Some mines may pose environmental risks and require, for example, water treatment to avoid 
creating off-site water pollution in perpetuity. Just over 10% of B.C.’s mines have or will likely require long-term or perpetual water treatment (AGBC, 2016). 
For example, water treatment will be required at British Columbia’s Britannia Mine in perpetuity, at an annual cost of $3 million to taxpayers. 
5 Of course, all mining companies want to avoid disasters of any size, due to risks to their reputation and bottom line. But in the context of possible 
bankruptcy, these incentives may not be enough.

Figure 2: Acid Mine Drainage from British Columbia’s Tulelsequah mine
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     3. Current policy in British Columbia

When it comes to dealing with the environmental risks of mining, British Columbia has come a long way 
over the past decades. Although abandonment still occurs, government policies have helped to improve 
remediation outcomes. The province has a “polluter-pay” policy under its Environmental Management 
Act (EMA) that is intended to ensure companies are held accountable for damages (Government of 
British Columbia, 2017). In addition, mining companies are required to provide financial assurance 
against the risk of non-remediation — that is, to promise or commit funds against the estimated costs of 
remediation, in case they are unable to meet their obligations. 

British Columbia’s Chief Inspector of Mines has broad 
authority to require financial assurance from mining 
firms in the province. The Inspector can require 
assurance against the direct cost of remediation, as 
well as indirect costs such as long-term monitoring, 
perpetual care, and the protection of watercourses.6 
The form of this financial assurance can vary at the 
Inspector’s discretion; commonly accepted types include 
cash deposits, surety bonds, letters of credit, and firm 
collateral (e.g., mining equipment) (AGBC, 2016; Stantec, 
2016; Government of British Columbia, 2018b; EY, 2017). 

   3.1  Stronger in theory than in practice

Despite these strong authorities, the province’s Auditor General has found that the stringency of 
financial assurance requirements for remediation is, in practice, often limited (AGBC, 2016). The mining 
sector’s posted financial security in the province is only a fraction of its aggregate expected remediation 
liability. This is largely due to the province’s practice of phasing-in financial assurance requirements 
over a mine’s life. While this approach helps keep costs low during mines’ early- and mid-life and can 
help facilitate economic activity, it also carries a financial risk that can exacerbate environmental risks 
(Canada’s Ecofiscal Commission, 2018).  When it comes to mine remediation in British Columbia, there 
is no guarantee that the polluter will pay.

Mining disasters are an even bigger gap in British Columbia’s financial assurance policy. In contrast with 
the risk of non-remediation, the risk of mining disasters is not addressed at all in the province’s financial 
assurance regime. While this gap is common across Canadian provinces, it is quite uncommon across 
other economic sectors that pose a risk of environmental disaster, such as offshore oil and gas, nuclear 
energy production, and transport of dangerous goods. If a Mount Polley-like disaster were to occur 
again in British Columbia and the responsible company was bankrupted, a large share of its costs 
would likely fall to the public. 

Figure 3: Acid mine drainage at the Brittania copper and 
gold mine in British Columbia

4 Financial security requirements for perpetual care are typically calibrated by estimating a site’s annual care expenses (e.g., operating a water treatment 
facility) and applying a “discount rate” to these future cash flows. A discount rate acts as a reverse interest rate, discounting future financial flows to 
produce an estimated total present cost for them. 
5  A key dimension of this risk relates to financial liabilities associated with perpetual care. If the discount rate that government uses to assess the present 
value of the costs of perpetual care is too low, significant long-term costs to taxpayers can result. For example, using a 3% discount rate effectively assumes 
that the security can be held in an interest-bearing account or investment vehicle that will generate annual returns in excess of 3% forever. This assumption 
carries risk. If the collected security proves insufficient and the company is no longer active, either taxpayers will directly bear the cost of treatment or water 
treatment operations will terminate, increasing environmental risk. In this way, the province’s choice of discount rate has important implications for the long-
term environmental and financial risks that are posed by the province’s mining operations. 
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Figure 4: Mount Polley copper and gold mine in British Columbia
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     4. The policy problem – Three competing goals 

Before considering potential policy options for British Columbia, it is valuable to step back and consider 
the policy problem that policy-makers are trying to solve, as well as the tools available to solve it. 
Policy focused on addressing environmental risks is made complicated by the fact that policy-makers 
have three separate goals: 

1. Deterrence: Policy-makers want to provide firms with an incentive to reduce risk to the 
environment, either by increasing the likelihood of environmental damage, its potential 
severity, or both. 

2. Compensation: Policy-makers want to ensure that if harm occurs, the responsible firm or an 
engaged third party bears the costs—rather than the public.

3. Economic activity: Policy-makers want to facilitate production and investment in the mining 
sector, so that the province can benefit from the income and jobs that it creates. 

The challenge is that these goals can be in conflict with one another. For example, requiring firms 
to provide full financial assurance against the cost of a potential disaster would improve deterrence 
and support compensation. But it would do so at a high cost to firms, which could negatively impact 
economic activity (Mackie, 2014; Gerard, 2000). 8  On the other hand, allowing firms to pool their 
assurance would help ensure compensation and—by lowering the cost to individual operators—better 
facilitate economic activity. However, by creating moral hazard, it would also undermine deterrence 
(Freeman & Kunreuther, 1997; Faure, 2014). 

These types of conflict mean that policy-makers cannot maximally pursue all three of their policy goals. 
Instead, they must aim to arrive at a desirable balance by making trade-offs across them. 

   4.1  British Columbia’s balance across the three goals

Analyses of British Columbia’s financial assurance policy regime have raised questions about the balance 
the province has struck across the three policy goals. Canada’s Ecofiscal Commission (2018) finds 
that the province’s mining sector policies pursue economic activity at the expense of deterrence and 
compensation, and that such an approach is at odds with the province’s stated Polluter-Pay policy. And, 
the province’s Auditor General finds that compliance and enforcement activities by MEMPR and the 
Ministry of Environment (MoE) are inadequate to protect the province from significant environmental 
risks (AGBC, 2016). 

To better protect the environment and ensure taxpayers are not burdened with the costs of 
environmental damage caused by mining companies, the government of British Columbia must 
change how it addresses mining’s environmental risks. 

8 Critically, some of this reduced economic activity can be efficient – specifically, when projects where the risk-weighted costs to the public exceed expected 
benefits become economically unviable as a result of policy (Radetzki & Radetzki, 2000; Viscusi & Zeckhower, 2011; Nguyen, 2013).
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     5. Available tools 

Broadly speaking, policy-makers have three different tools at their disposal when addressing 
environmental risk:

• Regulations: Policy-makers can craft rules and regulations that require firms to adopt particular 
technologies or practices, or bar them. 

• Liability rules: Policy-makers can enact legislation that clearly establishes (or broadens) firms’ legal 
liability for environmental damages. 

• Financial assurance: Policy-makers can require firms to promise or commit funds against their 
future environmental liabilities – expected or potential. 

Each of these tools is a critical part of the policy toolkit. When they are applied in a coordinated way, 
they can help manage risk more effectively and at lower cost than approaches that rely on only a subset 
of them. However, in this report, we focus on the role financial assurance can play.

Financial assurance is a powerful tool because it puts a financial price on the risk that firms pose to 
the environment. This creates an economic incentive for them to find innovative, cost-effective ways to 
reduce risk. 

Financial assurance does things that other tools cannot. First, it complements command-and-control 
regulations, by leveraging market forces to aid in risk-reduction. Second, it reinforces liability rules, 
by ensuring that firms are held accountable for the environmental damage they cause—regardless of 
whether they go bankrupt (Boyd, 2001; Boomhower, 2014; Faure, 2016). 

   5.1  Financial assurance instruments

Financial assurance instruments fall into five broad categories. Each category has different implications 
for the three policy goals of deterrence, compensation and economic activity. We discuss the categories 
in turn below. 

The effects on policy goals that we highlight here are ceteris parabus—all else being equal. As we will 
discuss in Annex, the specifics of how financial assurance instruments are designed, implemented and 
enforced will also have important implications for their effects on the three goals.

   1   “Hard” assurance from firms
Financial assurance is considered “hard” when firms put up assets that cannot fluctuate in value or 
suddenly become unavailable. Common types of hard assurance are cash deposits, securities and trusts. 
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Hard assurance is typically held by government or in trust by a third party, and is used when a qualifying liability 
arises and the firm does not bear the cost. If no liability arises or if the firms bears the costs of its liability, the 
assurance is returned to the firm (Gerard, 2000; Boyd, 2001; Miller, 2009; Sassoon, 2009). Box 1 provides a 
discussion of qualifying liabilities and compensation.

Hard assurance generally supports deterrence and compensation, but its high up-front cost to individual firms 

can reduce economic activity relative to other instruments. 

Environmental damage can result in both market and non-market costs. Market environmental costs are 
measurable in dollar terms using observable data on market prices and quantities, while non-market ones are 
not. For example, a tailings spill risks contaminating local water bodies. This can reduce tourism and affect 
commercial fishing incomes (market environmental costs). At the same time, it can also affect recreational 
use of the water body, subsistence fishing, local biodiversity, and the cultural value that Indigenous Canadians 
ascribe to their lands (non-market costs). While non-market environmental costs are not visible in the same 
way that market costs are, they nevertheless represent a real — and important — dimension of a harm’s total 
costs (Hallegatte & Pryzluski, 2010).

In the context of environmental risks from mining, the potential exists for significant non-market 
environmental costs, especially given the possibility of irreversible ecosystem damage (e.g., species 
extinction). Therefore, the scope of compensation mechanisms’ coverage is a critical factor in mining sector 
financial assurance policy. In practice, the scope of covered harms tends to be fairly narrow. 
In civil litigation, non-market environmental costs are often excluded from firms’ liability because they are 
difficult to identify, measure, or value monetarily, and because the results of their valuation can be contentious 
(Monti, 2002; Monti, 2002). Compensation under financial assurance systems tends to define liability similarly, 
focusing on directly attributable market costs (and in many cases, only those that fall to governments). 
However, financial assurance does not have to be constrained by the way firm liability is defined in civil courts. 
Indeed, a critical feature of financial assurance is that it can bypass the need for costly civil litigation (Shavell, 
1986; Faure, 2014; Faure, 2016; Arnold, 2017). 

Governments can set up compensation mechanisms that work in parallel to civil courts. These mechanisms 
can define the types of harms that are covered, and governments can make both financial assurance and 
participation in a given compensation mechanism a condition of mine licensing. In the event of harm, redress 
would be pursued through the compensation mechanism. Compensation would come directly from the 
responsible company in cases where it was still solvent or from the financial assurance held by government in 
cases where it was not. 

Having an accessible, fair, and transparent compensation mechanism helps financial assurance systems 
work better. First, a strong compensation mechanism helps ensure that an environmental harm’s total costs 
(i.e., whether market or non-market) are compensated. Second, it helps improve deterrence, since companies 
undertake more significant risk mitigation when the financial assurance they provide better reflects the full 
scope of costs that may arise (for this to hold, however, the scope of financial assurance requirements must 
be set in line with the scope of the harms covered by the compensation mechanism). Third, by providing 
clarity on companies’ potential liability for environmental harm (outcomes in civil litigation can, in contrast, be 
much more uncertain), a strong compensation mechanism helps companies make more informed investment 
decisions, which supports economic activity.

Box 1: The scope of compensation
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    2.   “Soft” assurance from firms
Financial assurance is considered “soft” when its ultimate value is to some degree uncertain. Common 
types of soft assurance are “self-assurance” (essentially, a pledge to bear the cost of future liabilities), 
parent company guarantees, and pledges of assets. Under soft assurance requirements, firms usually 
remain in possession of their capital or assets (Boyd, 2001; Sassoon, 2009; Gorton et al., 2010; Guzman, 
2017). 

By accepting soft assurance, governments are essentially accepting the strong financial standing, 
favourable reputation, or general good faith of a company in lieu of more concrete types of security. As 
such, a given company’s financial situation will have important implications for the reliability of its soft 
assurance. It is therefore common for governments to monitor the financial health of companies that 
provide soft assurance. 

Compared to hard assurance, soft assurance puts less constraints on firms’ capital, which helps support 
economic activity. However, since the assurance’s value can fluctuate, it also tends to pose a greater 
financial risk to the public. It also provides significantly weaker incentives for risk-reduction.

    3.   Third-party assurance
Third-party instruments involve the use of intermediaries; for example, a bank, an insurer, or a capital 
provider. In the event of a qualifying environmental harm, the third party bears its cost. In exchange for 
this coverage, the firm pays the third party a regular premium. Common types of third-party assurance 
include environmental insurance, surety bonds, and letters of credit. By pooling risk, third parties can 
help firms avoid firms incurring the larger, up-front costs of providing hard assurance. 

Third-party coverage can have a disciplining effect on firms (e.g., when insurers require certain risk-
mitigation measures as a condition of coverage). This is particularly the case where premiums are “risk-
differentiated” (see Box 2 for more information). However, the use of third parties can also create moral 
hazard, since firms no longer directly bear the cost of their environmental damage. In addition, non-
quantifiable or uncertain risks may make third party coverage unavailable (Boyd, 2001; Monto, 2002; 
Munchmeyer et al., 2009; Gorton et al., 2010; Gorey et al., 2014; Boomhower, 2014; Arnold, 2017).

Third-party coverage can help support policy-makers’ compensation goals, especially when third 
parties are large and well-capitalized. And it can also support economic activity by keeping firm costs 
low. However, the moral hazard that it creates can lead to lesser deterrence than hard, firm-level 
requirements. 
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Premiums collected from firms are ‘risk-differentiated’ when they reflect the actual level of risk posed 

by an operation: Operations that pose a high level of risk pay more, while low-risk operations pay less. 

Risk-differentiated premiums ideally reflect all relevant risks—whether environmental, financial, or 

technological. 

Risk-differentiation supports deterrence. Projects with lower risk end up with a financial advantage. 

This creates a powerful economic incentive for firms to not only select lower-risk projects, but also to 

innovate and find new ways of reducing proposed projects’ environmental risk. These incentives also 

extend to existing projects, since when firms can demonstrably reduce risk, they will stand to save 

money on financial assurance.

Risk-differentiation is fair to companies. Collecting premiums equally or based on production levels 

effectively asks low-risk operations to subsidize high-risk ones, which is unfair to low-risk operators. 

Collecting premiums based on risk instead ensures that firms will bear the cost of environmental 

damage in the sector in proportion to their contribution to the risk of it. 

Risk-differentiation can also apply outside risk-pooling instruments. For example, governments can 

decrease firm-level financial assurance requirements as mine sites are progressively reclaimed. Not only 

does this create incentives for ongoing reclamation during mine life, it is fair to those operations that act 

early to reduce environmental risks posed by their sites.

For risk-differentiation to be effective, administrators need to effectively monitor risk. Operational-level 

risk information may in some cases be costly to collect, therefore administrators need to be careful 

to ensure that the benefits of risk-differentiation outweigh the cost. Where the cost of collecting 

this information or keeping it updated is too high, administrators can instead use proxies for risk; 

for example, collecting higher premiums when companies plan to use production or remediation 

technologies that carry a higher risk of environmental damage, or fail to adhere to a voluntary safety 

standard.

Box 2: Risk differentiation - Making financial assurance work better by making it fair

   4.   Sector-level assurance
Under sector-level assurance, firms in a sector collectively assure against their environmental risks. 
Common types of sector-level assurance are industry funds or mutual insurance. These instruments 
typically operate similarly to third-party assurance, collecting regular premiums in exchange for 
coverage. They leverage the sector’s expertise in its own risks, and can in some cases provide coverage 
where third-party coverage is not available, or only available at a high cost (Freeman & Kunreuther, 1997; 
Bennett, 1999; Faure, 2002; Smith, 2012; Dana & Wiseman, 2015).  

Third-party assurance schemes share many of the features of third-party coverage in terms of their 
impact on policy goals. Pooling risk supports compensation and economic activity. But due to the effect 
of moral hazard, it does so at the expense of stronger deterrence.
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Figure 5: Red Chris Mine. Tailings Pond. Northwest B.C.
©Garth Lenz
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   5.   Public assurance
Public assurance operates similarly to third-party and sector-level assurance schemes, with regular 
premiums collected in exchange for coverage. The key distinction is that under public assurance, the 
scheme is government-run. In addition, public instruments might pool risk not only across firms in a 
particular sector, but across entire sectors. Public assurance schemes tend to play a role in cases where 
neither third parties nor the sector as a whole is able to provide cost-effective coverage, usually due to 
non-quantifiable risks or the potential for catastrophe-level costs (Freeman & Kunreuther, 1997).
 
Like third-party and sector-level assurance, public assurance instruments collect risk-weighted 
contributions from firms in exchange for coverage, so their effect on policy goals tends to be similar.  

   5.2  Summarizing instruments’ effect on policy goals

Table 1 provides an overview of the five categories of financial assurance instruments and their effect 
on the three policy goals. As seen in the figure, each instrument strikes a different balance across policy 
goals, with none able to deliver strong outcomes across all three. 

 Table 1: The five types of financial assurance and their effect on policy goals (Source: Canada’s Ecofiscal Commission, 2018)

Table 1: Summary of financial assurance instruments

Category Description Instruments Effect on policy goals

Reducing risk
(deterrence)

Paying for damages
(compensation)

Minimizing costs
(economic activity)

Hard
financial
assurance
from firms

Firms provide assurance 
that cannot fluctuate 
in value and is readily 
available. The assurance 
is held in trust until the 
risk subsides.

• Cash
• Securities
• Sinking funds
• Trusts

Strong Strong Weak

Soft financial
assurance
from firms

Firms agree to cover the
cost of a potential harm
but retain possession of
their assets.

• Self-assurance
• Parent guarantees
• Pledges of assets

Weak Weak Strong

Third-party
assurance

In the event of a qualifying
environmental harm,
a third party like a bank
or insurer covers the 
cost. In exchange for this
coverage, the firm pays a
regular premium.

• Bonds
• Insurance
• Letters of credit

Limited Moderate Moderate

Sector-level
assurance

All firms in a sector
collectively provide
coverage. Individual 
firms pay a regular pre-
mium in exchange.

• Industry funds
• Mutual insurance

Limited Moderate Moderate

Public
assurance

A publicly-administered
instrument provides 
firms with coverage in 
exchange for a regular 
premium.

• Public funds
• Public insurance

Limited Moderate Moderate

$
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Figure 1: Lac Megantic train derailment in 2013Figure 6: Brumadinho dam collapse, Brazil 01/19
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     6.   Policy options for British Columbia 

This section presents three policy options for strengthening British Columbia’s financial assurance 
regime for mine remediation and three policy options for extending financial assurance to cover mining 
disasters.

For simplicity, the policy options are kept high-level. While we do not suggest or detail their potential 
design along the dimensions laid out in the Annex, such design features will be critical to the ultimate 
efficacy and performance of any new financial assurance policy in the province.

   6.1  Policy options for dealing with the risk of mine non-remediation

Canadian provinces take a variety of approaches to financial assurance for mine remediation that are 
instructive for British Columbia policy-makers. The three policy options we present here each have a 
parallel in another province’s approach. While these three options are presented individually, they could 
in some cases be blended or combined.

   1.  Distinguishing companies based on financial risk
As discussed in Section 2, the risks of non-remediation are both environmental and financial, and 
financial risks can exacerbate environmental ones due to the effect of moral hazard. Because of this, 
there can be a case for giving more stringent financial assurance treatment to companies or operations 
that pose a greater risk of defaulting on their remediation obligations. 9

Ontario’s approach to mining sector financial assurance provides a useful example. In the province, 
mining companies must provide “hard” financial assurance in full and up-front—a significantly more 
stringent approach than British Columbia’s. However, companies that can obtain a strong assessment 
from two of the three largest rating agencies (Moody’s, Dominion, and Standard & Poor’s) are able to 
“self-assure” against their remediation liabilities. This approach allows well-capitalized firms with lower 
financial risks to receive less stringent treatment in the province’s financial assurance system (OAGO, 
2015; Government of Ontario, 2018).

Distinguishing firms in this way increases the economic viability of mining projects that present lower 
financial risks. This helps facilitate mining investment in a way that reduces the effect of moral hazard. 
Deterrence and compensation are also supported by making stringent financial assurance the default 
treatment. 

9 British Columbia already does this to some extent, setting more lax requirements for large and well-capitalized firms. However, its approach is fairly ad-hoc 
and would benefit from greater transparency, standardization, and rigour.
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While the system’s two-track structure can provide a competitive advantage to large and well-
capitalized mining firms relative to small and junior ones, such an advantage can be appropriate when 
smaller firms present a greater financial and environmental risk to the public, as can be the case in 
the mining sector (Boyd, 2001; Viscusi & Zeckhower, 2011; Dana & Wiseman, 2015). At the same time, 
permitting larger, lower-risk firms to provide soft assurance—rather than requiring stringent assurance 
from all firms—means that the public is still be exposed to a degree of financial risk and moral hazard.

   2.  Backstopping with an industry fund
To complement and strengthen British Columbia’s existing financial assurance system, policy-makers 
could require firms to contribute to an industry fund. In the event that a company is both unable to meet 
its remediation obligations and its posted financial assurance is insufficient to fund it, the fund would be 
tapped by government to help cover the costs of remediation.

Alberta’s Orphaned Well Association provides a noteworthy example here. The OWA focuses on the 
remediation of orphaned and abandoned oil and gas wells in the province. It is funded by levies collected 
from operators in the sector, based on their share of total province-wide remediation liabilities. It 
complements and backstops a firm-level bonding system that sets requirements based on an individual 
firm’s assessed financial risk. While there are significant design- and implementation-related drawbacks 
to Alberta’s approach that have prompted the government to evaluate alternatives, it nevertheless 
offers a tangible example of how an industry fund could complement British Columbia’s existing firm-
level assurance system (Dachis et al., 2017).

An industry fund would help support compensation goals since—once it was built up enough—funding 
would be readily available to cover the costs of any needed remediation. And relative to an approach 
that increased the stringency of firm-level assurance, it would help keep the cost to individual operators 
low. However, because it would pool operators’ risk, it would also create moral hazard, which would 
undermine deterrence goals. 

In practice, the effect that a backstop industry fund will have on policy goals will depend not only on the 
design of the fund itself, but the stringency of the firm-level financial assurance system it is intended to 
complement. A backstop industry fund will be more effective at reducing environmental risk in British 
Columbia when it complements strengthened firm-level financial assurance, rather than substituting for 
it.
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  3.  Requiring hard assurance from firms both in-full and up-front
When it comes to supporting deterrence and compensation goals, the most effective policy option 
available to British Columbia is to require hard assurance both in-full and up-front from firms. Strictly 
accepting hard types of assurance avoids security falling in value before it is needed. Requiring the 
assurance in-full and up-front ensures that there are sufficient funds to cover remediation even if an 
operator goes bankrupt early in a mine’s life. And requiring the assurance from firms themselves (i.e., by 
not permitting pooled types of assurance) supports deterrence by reducing moral hazard.

Quebec has exactly this type of stringent financial assurance regime in place in its mining sector. 
Following a set of broader mining policy reforms in 2013, the province requires mining companies to 
post full, hard and timely financial assurance in all cases – regardless of their unique financial risk. This 
makes it the most stringent mining sector financial assurance regime in the country (Amyot et al., 2013; 
Canada’s Ecofiscal Commission, 2017; Gouvernement du Quebec, 2017a). 10

 
The stringency of Quebec’s system does not appear to have put the province at a competitive 
disadvantage. Typically, we would expect an approach like Quebec’s that strongly supports deterrence
and compensation to come at the significant expense of greater production and investment. But in the 
2017 edition of its annual survey of mining companies, the Fraser Institute ranked Quebec the sixth 
most attractive for investment out of 91 domestic and international jurisdictions (the second highest in 
Canada); and it has ranked in the top 10 for eight of the last ten years. Mining investment in the province 
grew by 3% in 2016 and 18% in 2017. And while overall investment is still down 41% from its peak in 
2012, Canada-wide investment has fallen by 56% over the same time period (McMahon and Cervantes, 
2011; McMahon and Cervantes, 2012; ISQ, 2017; Jackson and Green, 2017; NRCan, 2017a; NRCan, 2017b; 
Stedman & Green, 2018). 

Quebec’s example shows that it is possible to have both strong financial assurance requirements and 
a thriving mining sector.

   6.2  Policy options for dealing with the risk of mining disasters

In considering policy options for extending financial assurance to cover potential disasters, it can be 
instructive to look at examples from other economic sectors and jurisdictions. Below we present three 
policy options for British Columbia policy-makers, each of which has a parallel in another sector or 
jurisdiction. Like the policy options for non-remediation above, the options we present here can be 
blended or mixed.

10  The federal regime for uranium mining is also quite stringent. Mining companies must provide assurance in line with the full estimated cost of 
remediation as a condition of their mine license. However, unlike Quebec, the federal regime accepts both hard firm-level assurance and third-party 
assurance—which has a lesser deterrence effect (CNSC, 2017). 
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   A.  Requiring financial assurance up to a defined cap 
One policy option for addressing the risk of mining disasters in British Columbia is to require mining 
companies to provide financial assurance up to a legally-defined maximum. Setting a cap on assurance 
requirements in this way can help avoid their costs becoming too large for mining companies to bear. 
And—compared to the status quo—it gives companies a greater financial incentive to reduce the risk of 
a disaster. 

This type of model is common in other Canadian sectors that carry the risk of environmental 
disaster, such as oil and gas pipelines, offshore oil and gas production, and nuclear energy. In each 
of these sectors, companies must provide assurance up to a legislated cap on their legal liability for 
an environmental disaster, usually $1 billion. A range of hard firm-level assurance instruments and 
third-party assurance instruments are accepted from companies in these sectors. In some cases (e.g., 
pipelines), operators are able to provide part of their assurance under a pooled sector-level scheme 
(Government of Canada, 2015b; Government of Canada, 2016; CNSC, 2017b; Baines & Syer, 2016; 
Government of Canada, 2018).

The performance of this type of scheme will depend on the types of instruments accepted and—
even more critically—the threshold at which the cap is set. If the cap is set too high, its costs may be 
unbearable for some firms, which can reduce economic activity. 11  If it is set too low, economic activity 
may be better supported, but the policy may not provide strong deterrence or (in the event of a 
disaster) full compensation. This will be particularly the case where the financial assurance cap is also a 
cap on firms’ legal liability for damages, as it is in the examples above.

   B.  Insurance requirements complemented by an industry fund  
Following the Lac Megantic train derailment in 2013, the federal government introduced the Safe and 
Accountable Rail Act (2015). One of its goals was to better protect the public from the financial risks 
associated with a rail company going bankrupt following a disaster. 12  A key change in the Act relative 
to previous policy was that it complemented existing financial assurance requirements for the sector 
with an industry fund. Now, in addition to holding $25 million in liability assurance, rail companies must 
contribute to a fund that would cover the cost of a potential disaster that the responsible company is 
not able to bear (i.e., beyond the $25 million in insurance coverage). 

Such a policy could be applied in British Columbia’s mining sector. Liability insurance – or other firm-
level types of assurance – could be required from mining companies, with an industry fund used 
to complement and backstop this coverage. Alternatively, the industry fund could be brought in 
alone, without any firm-level or third-party assurance. Each of these options would similarly support 
compensation, but would differ in the level of deterrence they provide, due to their differing effects on 
moral hazard.

11  Although part of this reduced economic activity may be economically inefficient, as we discuss above. 
12  The company responsible for the Lac-Megantic derailment was bankrupted by the event. It held only $25 million in liability insurance, while the costs of 
the disaster have been estimated to exceed $1 billion. The difference is being partly covered by a settlement fund created by a group of other companies 
implicated in the disaster (Lacoursière et al., 2015). 
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A key design element of an industry fund would be the basis for firms’ contribution to it. Under the Safe 
and Accountable Rail Act, contributions to the fund come from per-tonne levies on crude oil shipped 
(Government of Canada, 2015a). A parallel for this in the mining sector could be collection of a levy on 
the volume of waste a mine generates, as is done in Quebec (Gouvernement du Quebec, 2017a). The 
strength of such an approach is that it would be relatively simple to administer. However, it would fail to 
“risk-differentiate” mining operations (see Box 2), which would not only undermine deterrence, but be 
unfair to low-risk operators. 

Ideally, contributions to the fund would correlate with the specific level of environmental risk that an 
operation presents. Where the measurement of risk was prohibitively expensive, proxies could be used. 
For example, contributions could be differentiated depending on whether a company adheres to the 
Mining Association of Canada’s Tailings Management Protocol (MAC, 2018). 

Figure 7: Lac Megantic train derailment in 2013
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  C.  A “tiered” scheme 
When severe or even catastrophic costs are possible, firm-level financial assurance may be unable to 
provide sufficient coverage against the potential costs, and third parties may be unable or unwilling to 
provide coverage that is high enough. “Tiered” schemes can be a solution in such circumstances. They 
provide a way to make financial assurance viable where it would otherwise lead to costs too high for 
firms to bear (Monti, 2002; Faure, 2014). 

In many ways an extension of the previous policy option, a tiered scheme combines different types 
of financial assurance. Under a tiered assurance scheme, firm-level and third-party assurance would 
provide coverage up to a point. Beyond this, sector-level financial assurance or public instruments 
would kick in. Combining instruments in this way helps to leverage both the deterrence that hard firm-
level assurance provides and the lower costs that risk pooling under sector-level or public assurance 
instruments provides. 

Having a public assurance instrument act as the top tier would create opportunities not only for pooling 
risk across firms, but across entire sectors. An example of this is the Superfund in the Unites States. 
Founded in 1980, Superfund pays for the remediation of contaminated industrial sites and emergency 
cleanup. Although it is now funded out of general government revenues, at its outset it was funded by 
excise taxes on the petroleum and chemical industries (Hird, 1994; Anderson, 2017; UESEPA, 2017). 

By mirroring the Superfund model, British Columbia could reduce the economic cost of protecting 
taxpayers from the costs of environmental disasters (of all sorts). And critically, doing so would reduce 
the probability of these disasters happening in the first place—especially if operations’ contributions to 
the fund were risk-differentiated.
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    7.   Recommendations 

Based on the analysis presented in this report, we provide three recommendations for British Columbia 
policy-makers.

   1.  British Columbia should require hard, full and up-front financial assurance against the risk of mine 
        non-remediation

British Columbia’s current practice of phasing in financial assurance over the lifetime of a mine has left 
the province exposed to significant environmental and financial risk. If a mining company goes bankrupt 
in a mine’s early or mid-life, costs are likely to fall to taxpayers. More worryingly, a commodity price 
downturn could lead to a wave of abandonment in the sector, leaving behind a costly environmental 
legacy.

Quebec’s experience shows that stringent financial assurance and a thriving mining sector are not 
at odds. To better protect British Columbia’s environment and taxpayers against the risk of non-
remediation, British Columbia should collect hard financial assurance from mining companies both in-full 
and up-front. It should also review its use of discount rates in the valuation of perpetual liabilities.
   2.  British Columbia should implement a ‘tiered’ financial assurance system to cover the risk of a  
        mining disaster

By not collecting any form of financial assurance against the risk of a mining disaster, British Columbia 
is leaving open a significant policy gap, one that makes disaster more likely. British Columbia’s current 
policy provides no guarantee that mining companies will bear the cost of disaster—the polluter will not 
necessarily pay. 

Other sectors that pose the risk of disaster commonly provide financial assurance, so there is a clear 
precedent for extending mining sector financial assurance requirements to cover potential disasters. A 
‘tiered’ scheme offers British Columbia the most flexible way of doing so. The province should explore 
what sort of tiered scheme would create the right balance across its policy goals. 13 

 
Any number of tiers is possible in such a system. The most comprehensive would have firm-level 
assurance backstopped by insurance, then sector-level assurance, then a public fund. But less complex 
schemes can also be effective. For example, the sector could have insurance requirements backstopped 
by a public fund. Such a solution would help pool risk, keeping the cost to operators low. And the public 
fund could cover tail risks that the insurance market was unable to cover. 

13  A key part of this (which we discuss in Recommendation #3) is the type of risks and harms that such a scheme would cover. For example, would it 
address non-market costs such as impacts on cultural activities, subsistence harvesting, or the “existence value” of historical, archaeological or remote 
places?
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Critically, a tiered scheme will work best when firms’ premiums are ‘risk-differentiated’ (see Box 2). Not 
only does collecting contributions based on actual risk strengthen deterrence, it also ensures that low-
risk operations do not subsidize high-risk ones. Financial assurance will work better if it is fair. 

    3.  British Columbia should use compensation mechanisms that cover a broad scope of costs and harms

In most cases, mining sector financial assurance in British Columbia is used to address the risk of 
unfunded remediation and the cost of long-term monitoring and treatment. British Columbia’s financial 
assurance system excludes many types of non-market costs, as well as compensation for individuals 
living downstream whose livelihoods may be affected by mining pollution. 

Implementing an accessible, fair, and transparent compensation mechanism would help British Columbia 
improve outcomes. Fair, rules-based compensation would help both mining companies and affected 
individuals arrive at an expedient resolution of claims. It would increase the public’s confidence in the 
sector, helping facilitate economic activity. And it would help avoid the need for costly civil litigation. 

In practice, defining the scope of the harms covered under such a mechanism will be complex—
particularly when it comes to harms that are difficult to value in monetary terms (See Box 2). Still, 
civil courts regularly establish liability for difficult-to-value harms (e.g., loss of life). British Columbia’s 
mechanism should strive to provide compensation that is as broadly defined as reasonably possible. 14 
This work could build on existing work undertaken by the province in the context of compensation for 
costs related to oil spills, where government’s engagement paper considers compensation for a broad 
range of impacts: economic, recreational and cultural (e.g. subsistence harvesting, food gathering, and 
ceremonial uses). (Government of British Columbia, 2018a).

The link between the compensation mechanism and financial assurance requirements will be critical. 
If the scope of compensation broadens but financial assurance requirements do not, then the security 
that government holds will be more likely to prove insufficient. Importantly, British Columbia’s Chief 
Inspector of Mines has broad authority over financial assurance, so some broadening of financial 
assurance requirements may already be possible under existing legislation.

13  A key dimension of this will be the treatment of perpetual risks. Environmental impacts from a tailings spill, for example, might subside once tailings settle 
in river and lake beds. However, the tailings can risk being remobilized by a storm or a flood. For example, a flood in the United Kingdom’s Yorkshire River 
Swale catchment in 2000 remobilized lead from mining operations that had not been active in the region for over 100 years; and arsenic from abandoned 
gold mines in Nova Scotia has been shown to have been similarly mobilized by wind (Kossoff et al., 2014). Perpetual risks put local communities’ future 
livelihoods and health at risk and may even warrant costly endeavours such as moving an entire community. The treatment of perpetual risk is therefore a 
critically important aspect of any potential compensation scheme.
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    8.   A broader perspective 

This report focuses on the mining sector, but the issues it raises are cross-cutting, applying to other 
sectors as well. For example, British Columbia has a significant legacy of orphaned and abandoned 
oil and gas wells, with the number growing significantly in recent years. However, as the province’s 
Auditor General reported earlier this year, the financial assurance system that deals with this issue in 
underfunded, creating a significant environmental and financial risk for British Columbians (OAGBC, 
2019). 15

In reviewing its mining sector policies, the government should consider the benefits of a broader 
approach that aims to address environmental risks in other sectors as well. For example, as we discuss 
above, the government could create an industry fund that collects premiums from numerous sectors. 
Doing so would help reduce disaster risk, allow for the cost of premiums collected from individual 
companies to fall, and provide better protection to British Columbia’s taxpayers.
A broader discussion around financial assurance as a disaster risk management tool is especially 
important in the context of the growing risks from climate change. Connecting climate change 
adaptation and mitigation, mining risks, and risks in other industrial sectors might help the province 
to realize better overall outcomes at a lower cost. We intend to explore this and related topics in 
subsequent reports.

***

Mining is an important part of British Columbia’s economy, but it also poses risk to the environment and 
to taxpayers. However, the risk is not one that British Columbians must simply accept. By implementing 
smart, flexible financial assurance policies, the province can enjoy the economic benefits of mining with 
less of the environmental risk. 
 

15  Fortunately, the Supreme Court of Canada’s recent Redwater decision does not exacerbate this risk. But it does not mitigate it either.
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Design feature Significance

Authorities and governance Where the authority for setting financial assurance requirements resides has important implications 
for how it is implemented and administered. Mining ministries that are mandated to encourage mining 
investment may be more likely to accept weaker forms of assurance or grant exemptions than when 
they share the responsibility for collecting financial assurance with environment ministries or when the 
authority rests independently.

Financial assurance scope The types of environmental harms and risks that financial assurance is meant to cover is an important 
determinant of its stringency and ultimate effect on policy goals. Does assurance cover on-site 
damages only? If off-site damage is also covered, are only clean-up costs in-scope? What about effects 
on local livelihoods or non-market damages?

Liability and risk estimation The methods used to determine the scale of the potential liability and the degree of risk can strongly 
influence how much financial assurance is required and what its effect is. For example, are clean-up 
costs estimated on the assumption they will be undertaken by a third party or by the company itself? 
What assumptions are made about remediation technologies and their costs? Is any third-party 
auditing and verification undertaken?

Risk-weighting When assessing expected liabilities, regulators can opt to make a point estimate or a risk-weighted 
estimate. Point estimates make an implicit assumption that, for example, remediation will proceed 
according to plan, while risk-weighted estimates acknowledge that it will not always go according to 
plan and that ultimate costs may exceed point estimates, potentially significantly.

Underlying standards The standards for remediation of environmental damages affect the amount of financial assurance 
required, and thereby, its effects. For example, is the standard simply that dangerous contaminants are 
removed? Does the land need to be returned to a state similar to what it was in prior to mining? Or 
does it simply need to be re-vegetated? 

Compensation mechanisms The means by which parties are able to access compensation for off-site environmental damage has 
important implications for the scope of damages that will ultimately be paid for by the responsible 
company. Is only civil litigation available as a recourse, or are claims processes in place? In claims 
processes, what is the administrative burden? Which damages are permissible and which are not? How 
are claims adjudicated?

Accepted instruments Accepting a range of financial assurance types provides flexibility to firms, which can lower their 
compliance costs and thereby facilitate economic activity. However, depending on what instruments 
are accepted, it can potentially undermine deterrence and compensation goals, particularly when 
softer types of firm-level assurance are accepted.

Up-front vs. phased-in 
requirements

The timing of financial assurance requirements has a strong influence on how the three policy goals 
are realized over a mine’s life. Phasing-in requirements or only requiring assurance late in a mine’s life 
can help avoid creating costs during its early, capital-intensive phase, but it can also increase the risk of 
there being insufficient assurance when there is a liability that a firm is unable to bear the costs of (e.g., 
due to declining commodity prices, or bankruptcy). 

Full vs. partial financial assurance 
requirements

In some cases, regulators may choose to never require full assurance (i.e., even later in a mine’s life). 
This type of public-private risk-sharing can be an effective way to encourage mining investment. But it 
also guarantees that the public will not receive full compensation in the event a company is unable to 
honour its obligations.

Risk differentiation The degree to which financial assurance requirements differentiate firms and operations according 
to risk is an important design feature. Risk differentiation involves not only requiring higher amounts 
of financial assurance from operations that pose greater environmental risk, but also loosening 
requirements when a company demonstrably reduces that risk (which strengthens deterrence). Risk 
differentiation can also involve distinguishing operators based on their non-environmental risks, for 
example financial risks (e.g., using the assessments of rating agencies) or technological risks (e.g., 
setting more stringent requirements for companies that plan to rely on higher-risk production or 
waste-disposal methods, or on unproven remediation technologies).

Monitoring and enforcement The degree to which financial assurance requirements are backstopped with strong monitoring and 
enforcement will strongly influence how effective they are. For example, how frequently are operations 
monitored to ensure that their remediation plans reflect the site’s actual eventual needs? How is the 
ongoing reliability of financial assurance determined? Are there penalties for non-compliance on either 
of these fronts? How stringent are they?

   Annex: Key design features and choices in financial assurance policy-making
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